Glossary of Terms

Material Manufacturer: Raw material suppliers or processors who produce materials ready for manufacturing.

Masterbatch: A solid or liquid additive used for coloring plastics.

Retail/Consumer: End user.

Reclaimer: Local recycling center for consumer goods.

Post-Consumer Recycle (PCR): Materials derived from polymers reclaimed at the end of their lifecycle that have been through waste treatment.

Landfill: Infrastructure with highly engineered containment systems that act as a safe and permanent repository for waste material that cannot be reused or recycled.

Value Chain:

- **Material Manufacturer**
- **Traditional Black Masterbatch**
- **PolyOne OnColor® IR Sortable Black Masterbatch**
- **Retail/Consumer**
- **Reclaimer**
- **Post-Consumer Recycle (PCR)**
- **Landfill**

**BLACK PACKAGING**